
Heartland Transaction Services

Payment Processing for Higher Education
Add Heartland payment processing to your TouchNet U.Commerce platform and you get Heartland Transaction 
Services, the most powerful transaction processing solution available to higher education today.  TouchNet + Heartland 
provides colleges and universities unparalleled payment processing features that can be the cornerstone of any 
campus initiative to manage payment costs or improve transaction security. Only when you choose Heartland 
payment processing for your TouchNet U.Commerce platform can you realize these unprecedented payment 
processing advantages:

Synchronized Information 
Access payment transaction details like you’ve never seen before with RECON 1™—synchronized information 
from your campus ERP systems, Heartland payment processing, and U.Commerce transactions. You can view 
trends or drill down to individual transactions in order to manage merchant fees and streamline reconciliation. 
More than anything, it’s an information tool that helps you save time and money.

Open and Transparent Pricing
TrueCost+™ helps you understand the true cost of your payment processing. 
Heartland Transaction Services comes with open and transparent pricing. 
You can feel confident that you’ve limited your transaction costs to 
interchange fees plus fixed basis points – and easily verify what actual
 interchange fees were charged.

End-to-End Security
Heartland Secure™ combines three modern technologies—
EMV, data encryption, and tokenization—to give merchants 
the best protection against card-present data fraud and 
point-of-sale (POS) intrusions. And it 
comes with a breach warranty, too!

Everywhere Money Moves.
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The Power to Know
RECON 1 is a powerful tool for business intelligence.  Know your payment mix – which payment cards and ACH 
transactions you’ve processed.  Track which merchants are active. Understand why merchant fees may have 
exceeded expectations.  Analyze how to lower payment costs.  RECON 1 gives you the power to know!

Easier Reconciliation
Finally, you can streamline your reconciliation efforts. RECON 1 gives you access to synchronized payment data like 
you’ve never seen before. Match settled payments to payments entered and to ERP postings in a snap from one 

single management tool.

Automatic ERP Integration
RECON 1 gives you what other processing services can’t—the ability to tie settled transactions back to postings 
in your ERP system.  Your U.Commerce platform provides the integration technology, and Heartland provides the 

processing data.  Furthermore, you can post merchant fees automatically back to your G/L.

Streamlined Exception Handling
Significantly reduce the effort you expend handling 
payment card and ACH transaction exceptions.  RECON 1 
helps you investigate failed transactions and automates 
much of the process of voiding them. Your staff is more
productive.

Inclusive MID Management
Track POS payments for all merchants and all devices. 
Even when a Heartland-approved point-of-sale device 
does not connect to any TouchNet U.Commerce 
application, its transactions are available for viewing 
through RECON 1, and its deployment on campus can 

be monitored through the Device Manager.
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RECON 1 is a single place to go to gather data from your campus 

ERP system, TouchNet U.Commerce applications, and Heartland 

payment processing. It helps you run your business better and 

make tough chores like payment reconciliation and expense 

allocation a lot easier.


